Oxbridge Interview Report
Please answer in as much detail as possible. Your responses will definitely help other Surbiton girls to win a place at Oxford or
Cambridge.
Name: Zoe Yang

University: University Of Oxford

Subject: Mathematics
Written test sat when at Oxford or Cambridge: Of what did it comprise ?
No written test.

How, out of 10, would you rate your performance in this written test ?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
First Interview
College: The Queen’s College

Subject, if applying for joint honours: Mathematics

Names of Interviewer(s) and / or position within College, if known (e.g., Admissions Tutor):
Dr Capdeboscq
Were you given anything to look at before going into the interview ? If so, please give as many details as possible
(including how long you were given to prepare).
I got a question sheet on Sunday afternoon. I was given a night to prepare a solution to one of the questions.

If you were given something to prepare, what did they ask you about it once in the interview room ?
I was asked to explain my answer to one question on the sheet.

To what extent was the interview based around your personal statement- none / a bit / quite a lot (underline
one) ? Please give some examples of questions asked about your personal statement.

Were you required to send written work to the university before interview ? Yes / No (underline one). If “Yes”,
to what extent was the interview based around it- none / a bit / quite a lot (underline one) ? Please give some
examples of questions asked about your written work.

Please write in the space below as many other questions as you can remember not covered above.
The interviewers asked me to compare two fractions and then find the shortest route between 4 points.

Which question or kind of question did you find the most difficult to answer ?
Their difficulties were similar.

How, out of 10, would you rate your performance in this interview ? 6-7
How well did your mock interview(s) prepare you for this one ? (Please underline one of the following.) No use
at all / A bit useful, but not much / Useful preparation / Extremely useful- it felt very similar indeed.
Lastly, how do you think that you could have been better prepared for this interview ?
Maybe try to practice explaining my solution which I have done in advance.

Interview 2
College: The Queen’s College

Subject, if applying for joint honours: Mathematics

Names of Interviewer(s) and / or position within College, if known (e.g., Admissions Tutor):
Dr Papazoglou

Were you given anything to look at before going into the interview ? If so, please give as many details as possible
(including how long you were given to prepare).
No

If you were given something to prepare, what did they ask you about it once in the interview room ?

To what extent was the interview based around your personal statement- none / a bit / quite a lot (underline
one) ? Please give some examples of questions asked about your personal statement.
They asked me if I can remember a proof I mentioned in my personal statement.

Were you required to send written work to the university before interview ? Yes / No (underline one). If “Yes”,
to what extent was the interview based around it- none / a bit / quite a lot (underline one) ? Please give some
examples of questions asked about your written work.

Please write in the space below as many other questions as you can remember not covered above.
The interviewer introduced me some new mathematical terms and then asked me to prove a statement using the
new things we just discussed. Proof by induction and logical thinking were involved in the questions.

Which question or kind of question did you find the most difficult to answer ?
Those logic-based questions as they often take me some time to fully understand the question. For example, it
took me quite a long time to realise where the contradiction is in one of the interview questions.

How, out of 10, would you rate your performance in this interview ? 5
How well did your mock interview(s) prepare you for this one ? (Please underline one of the following.) No use
at all / A bit useful, but not much / Useful preparation / Extremely useful- it felt very similar indeed.
Lastly, how do you think that you could have been better prepared for this interview ?
I don’t I can prepare for this kind of interview as they taught me some new stuff.

Interview 3
College: Wadham College

Subject, if applying for joint honours: Mathematics

Names of Interviewer(s) and / or position within College, if known (e.g., Admissions Tutor):
Dr Hodges

Were you given anything to look at before going into the interview ? If so, please give as many details as possible
(including how long you were given to prepare).
No

If you were given something to prepare, what did they ask you about it once in the interview room ?

To what extent was the interview based around your personal statement- none / a bit / quite a lot (underline
one) ? Please give some examples of questions asked about your personal statement.

Were you required to send written work to the university before interview ? Yes / No (underline one). If “Yes”,
to what extent was the interview based around it- none / a bit / quite a lot (underline one) ? Please give some
examples of questions asked about your written work.

Please write in the space below as many other questions as you can remember not covered above.
I can’t remember the exact questions. Binomial expansion and double angle formula were involved in the
questions.

Which question or kind of question did you find the most difficult to answer ?
All of the questions were maths based. Their difficulties were similar.

How, out of 10, would you rate your performance in this interview ? 6-7
How well did your mock interview(s) prepare you for this one ? (Please underline one of the following.) No use
at all / A bit useful, but not much / Useful preparation / Extremely useful- it felt very similar indeed.
Lastly, how do you think that you could have been better prepared for this interview ?
Perhaps improve the speed of solving simpler problems.

